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PUBLIC COMMENT: Tiara 
Simmons

fourwheel
workout@
gmail.com

Long 
Beach

CA 90805 If this is duplicate, excuse it. Resident 
concern: Long beach does not pay enough 
attention to its disabled residents.  I'm tired 
of being told write the mayor or council or go 
to a meeting.  The mayor and council do not 
respond.  It's almost as if if it's not furry on 
four legs, part of the LGBTQ community, 
tech or monied, Long Beach doesn't want to 
hear about it. We pay taxes too. We vote, 
too. Remember, disability may include 
mobility issue, which takes going to 
meetings off the options list.

12/18/2016

9. (16-1145) Recommendation to 
authorize City Manager, or designee, to 
execute an agreement, and any related 
documents, with the Loyola Marymount 
University Center for Urban Resilience, to 
conduct a one-year study involving human 
and coyote conflicts in the City of Long 
Beach, in an annual amount not to exceed 
$34,000, with an option to extend the 
study for two one-year terms, at the 
discretion of the City Manager.  (Citywide)

Kathleen  
Steube

mike.kat.s
@verizon.
net

Long 
Beach

CA 90808 FINALLY some real steps forward to 
hopefully remove the Urban Coyote from 
Long Beach. As a 60 year resident in District 
5, I know these coyotes have migrated into 
our area, they were NOT "here first"! I've 
seen live ones maim and kill domestic 
animals. I recently saw a dead one on 
Wardlow Rd. Imagine if a car with 
adults/children were to hit a 60 pound 
Coyote and veer off the road into a tree! 
They ARE NOT dogs and, so far, have been 
given a free pass. Time to do something 
before it's too late. 

12/20/2016
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9. (16-1145) Recommendation to 
authorize City Manager, or designee, to 
execute an agreement, and any related 
documents, with the Loyola Marymount 
University Center for Urban Resilience, to 
conduct a one-year study involving human 
and coyote conflicts in the City of Long 
Beach, in an annual amount not to exceed 
$34,000, with an option to extend the 
study for two one-year terms, at the 
discretion of the City Manager.  (Citywide)

Theresa 
Hew

lthew1@ya
hoo.com

Long 
Beach

CA 90807 Just how many people have to be attacked 
before Long Beach traps and removes 
coyotes?  What is the number that you are 
comfortable with? 5, 10, 40?  This CURes 
"study" is another co-existence group that 
will waste taxpayer money and continue to 
allow coyotes to reduce quality of life in our 
city.   Coyotes belong in the wild not in the 
city. Wake up and stop relying on faux 
science and putting your constituents at risk!  

12/20/2016
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